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Abstract. A new evolutionary algorithm for detecting the hierarchical structure of a 
data set is proposed. The method is particularly suitable for clustering purpose. In this 
case the considered approach may also supply the optimal cluster number in the data 
set 

1. Introduction 

This paper proposes a method to detect the hierarchical structure of a data set using 
a genetic algorithm (see [1,2]) 

Let us consider a data set X={x,x,..,}, and let d be a distance on X. Our aim is to 

detect hierarchical cluster structure of X. The problem is particularly difficult when the 
optimal cluster number n is unknown ((3]). The method proposed in this paper will give 
the optimal number of classes as well as their hierarchical organisation. 

For this purpose a genetic algorithm approach will be used. Each chromosome will 
aescribe a cluster hierarchy. In order to obtain a feasible solution, we need a 

chromosome representation, which ensures that the search space would be completely 
explored. This means that all possible solutions may be generated. 

2. Representing a hierarchy 
To describe a hierarchy we have to follow some steps: 
a) First we will consider a binary tree having 2P nodes. This nodes will be labelled 

y numbers from 1 to 22, starting with the root node (level zero). The i-th level, 

SIS(p-3) contains 2' nodes. Taking the sum of the nodes from the first (p-3)) levels 

we have: 

3 

i= 0 

(p-3) 
Fre 

s equality we deduce that the first (2.1) nodes are distributed in the tirst 

s of the tree. Therefore the level (p-2) will contain only one noue 

nsidered tree represents a skeleton of a hierarchical structure. The nodes in 

For ih l be non-terminal nodes in the tree describing the classification hieraren 
For this reason we call them non-term or skeletal nodes. 

Position prepare this skeleton tree we consider a string having p positions. Each 

din's an integer number c 1Sc$22, Each position indicates a link 
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between a data points x and a skeletal node. In our case because we use a oenot! 
algorithm, this string is represented by a chromosome with a real codification. 

In the chromosome: 

C= (C, C2, Cp) 
the value e; of the gene j indicates the non-terminal node to which the point 

(represcnted by a new terminal node) is attached. So, the data point that we want to 
classify wil be represented by nodes that "hang" in the skeleton tree. These will be our 

terminal nodes. 

c) To obtain a data hierarchy, aftcr all attachments are performed we have to do0 

some transformations. We have to check bottom-up all nodes of the structure. If a 

skeleton node has maximum one descendant, the skeleton node is removed from the 

structure and its son is connected to the upper node (see also 14]). 

EXAMPLE: 
We want to represent a space who has five data and the classes of these data are: 

x'x 
xx}, x}. 

We will use a tree with 2*= 8 skeletal nodes. Let us now the chromosome c = (3 545 

2). The skelctal tree representing this chromosome is depicted in Figure1. 

2 3 

e4 65 6 3 
23 3 

Figure 1. A skeletal tree for five data points 

The corresponding decision tree is depicted in Figure2. 

Figure 2. The decision tree corresponding to the chromosome c = (465 6 3) 

4 
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The proposed mechanis1m may generate a new tree which describes a hierarchy 
luster structure on X. This tree has two kind of nodes. The skeleton nodes are non- 
inal ones, and the data points are represented by terminal nodes. In this new tree, if 
rwo terminal nodes are connected with the same node we consider the data points 

renresented by these nodes belongs to the same cluster. So, each non-terminal node

represents a class in X. 
The proposcd approach allows us to obtain the optimal cluster number n. The 

number is given by the number of the non-terminal nodes. 

This mechanism may generate a non-binary tree. The following theorem ensures 

that this method can generated all hierarchical structures corresponding to p points. 

Theorem 2.1 Any hierarchy of p objects may be described by using the previous 

method. 

Proof. It is done by induction with respect to p. The steps of the proof are given below. 

1. If we have a data set with three objects (p-3) we can have two situations. This 

situation are represented in Figure3: 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. The hierarchical structures for three data points 

We have to prove that these hierarchies are obtained by our method. According to 

this method we have 2=2 nodes in the skeleton tree. The corresponding skeleton tree is 

represented in Figure4. 

Figure 4. The skeleton node for three data points 

wC attach to the non-terminal node labelled 2 two terminal nodes and to the root 

If 

Sr 
terminal we obtain the structure from the Figure 3(b). This hierarchical 

cture is described by the chromosome c(22 1). 

rt 
C labelled 2 is deleted (it has not an offspring). We have oblainea tneC 

Stri 

ton Onsider that all terminal modes are linked to the root. In this case the 

presented in Figure 3(a). The corresponding 
chromosome is ClI 1): 



2. Let us 
consider k data points. We prepare a tree structure with 22 noda 

an represent 
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and a 

chromosome 
who represent a hierarchy. 

We suppose 
that a chromosome can 

any hierarchy 
induccd by k points. 

the 
3. Let us now consider (k+ 1) objecls. This means that we add one new obiect tot 

tree 
considered at the step 2. From the data set pointof view this point can be added in a 

different kinds: 

a) the point belong to0 a class (i) 

b) the point does not belong to any class 

c) the point induce a new class in our hierarchyy 

The first two situations are treated in the same way. We use the hierarchy establish 

to the step 2. We add one more terminal node to the non-terminal node labelled i in the 

first case, or to the root node in the second situation. 

In the third situation the input space will have a new class so the tree structure will 

have one more non-terminal node. The problem is if the skeleton node has now enough 

nodes for representing this structure. The new skeleton tree will have with 2-2=2** 

more nodes as the skeleton tree prepared in step 2. So, in the k-skeleton trec we will 

complete the whole last level, and we will add a new level with one node only. The 

number of the data classes is increased only with one, so the number of levels in the 

hierarchy tree may also increase only with one level. But as we see this one more level 

prepared even from the skeleton tree. 

3. Coding 

Each chromosome with p genes will describe a cluster hierarchy on X. To eac 
hierarchy that we consider corresponded a number n of virtual clusters. The number ot 

the non-ierminal nodes gives this number, each non-terminal node corresponds toa 

virtual class A 

The prototype of a virtual class 4, is a new data point L' who depends on all data 
point for class A. Virtual classes may contain data points as well as prototypes. We may admit that Lwo terminal nodes hanging the same parent belong to tnc 
real class. Within this assumption the real classes may be obtained from the Vita classes by deleting the prototypes. Let B, be the real class induced by the virtual ciaso We may formally write: 

B, A, |L' E A,} 

me 

tua! 

Example 3.1 Let us consider the hierarchical structure described in Figure the chromosome c(4 6 5 6 3). The five points for our data set determine tour classes. These classes are: 

and 

e tour virtual 

Ar and the prototype for this class is L', Ay x and the prototype for this class is I, A {x and the prootype for this class is Li', 
6 
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The hierarchy can be expressed now as indicated in ure 5. 

L 

Figure 5. A data hierarchy for five points 

The class A,A,A,A, corresponding to the non-terminal nodes do not describe the 
cluster structure. The cluster structure is represented by the partition B,B,B, of X, 

where: 

Bxx), 
Btx 
B-{xx'. 

4. Fitness function 
Let us consider a data set ={x',x,..}, Our aim is to detect the hierarchical 

CIuster structure of X, so we have to find a chromosome who represents the best cluster 

structure of X. For this purpose we will use a genetic algorithm. For evaluating each chromosome we need a fitness function to measure the quality 

0T hierarchy that we obtain. This function must have the best value for the hierarchy that 

15 the most suitable for the data set. 

We propose to use the following fitness function: 

fc) = Max- 2 d(L.,), 

i=1eA 

m 

where 
m is the virtual cluster number, 

The prototype L' is the mean vector of the virtual class A: 

. 1s the prototype of the virtual class 4, 
ar is a value such that Slc)20,Vc . 
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xEA; 

Pi 

where p, is the cardinality of.4, 

We give two examples to illustrate how the values of this fitness function change 
for difterent hierarchy eluster structure. 

it is more convenient to consider the fitness function to be minimised is. 

d(,x). &(c)= 

i=lxEA 

Example. 
We consider the data set: X={r',x,x'x'}, XCR, 
a) Consider the data points as depicted in Figure 6: x=(1,1), x*=(2,1), r=(2,3), x =(5,4) 

1 2 3 45 

Figure 6. The data points distribution 

Within this data set we can establish different hierarchies. We will consider those we 
consider are more important. We will describe the hierarchies by expressing the viru 
classes. 

Case 1. Consider the chromosome c=(2 2 3 3). The virtual classes a corresponding prototype are: 
A:x} 
(3/2,1) 
A 4x, 
L'-(7/2,7/2), 

The value of the fitness function g is: 

8 
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g) =1+ V10+ 7.3638. 
2 

Case 2. Consider the chromosome c2=(4 4 2 1). The virtual classes and the corresponding prototype are: 
A x'x*}. 
L=(3/2,1), 
A={xL'}, 
L=(7/4,2), 
AxL*} 

The value of the fitness function g is: 

sc2) =1+VZ, 233 
6.8776. 

4 

Case 3. Consider the chromosome c^=(111 1). The chromosome describes one virtual class: Axxx*}. The class prototype is L=(10/4,9/4). The value of the fitness function g is: 

8c3)= v6l, V29 v13 1497.2518 
Case 4. Consider the chromosome c(2 2 1 1). The virtual classes and the corresponding prototype are: 

A=x'}, 
L=(3/2,1) 
A=rxL), 
L=(17/6,8/3). 

The value of the fitness functiong is: 

&c4)=1+29, V233 164 
6 6.5759. 

6 6 

Case 5. Consider the chromosome cs=(2 2 2 1). The virtual classes and the corresponding prototype are: 
A={xx}, 
L=(5/3,5/3), 
A L}. 

The value of the fitness function g is: 

g(cs) = ,2,l497.1313 
we notice that from the five different situations that we analyse the less value for 

ess function corresponds to case 4. That means that this is the most representative 
Crarchy for our input space. The hierarchy is depicted in Figure 7. 

9 
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Figure 7. The best hierarchy structure for the data set represent in fig6, for c=(2 211) 

The value of the fitness function corresponding to the structure described in Figure 
7 

for the chromosome c=(2211) may be written as: 

fe)-Max-[dr'L') + dr,L) + dr,) + dr' L) + d{L",L)). 

The corresponding real classes are: 

B{x'}, 
B-x* 

b) Consider another example where the four points of the data sct are placed in tne 
corner of a square, as depicted in Figure 8. 

2 3 4 

Figure 8. The data points distribution -(1,), -(3,1), x-(3,3), x-(1,3). 
CaseI Consider the chromosome c-(2 23 3). The virtual classes and he co 

ling prototype are: 
A- 
(2,1) 
A-r 
-2,3). 
A-L 

The value of the fitness function g is: 

gc) 24212-6.00. 

10 
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HIERACHICAL I 

Consider the chromosome C2(2 2 2 1). The virtual classes and the 

Case 2. Co 
corresponding prototype are: 

A{xxx, 
L=(7/3,5/3), 
AxL. 

The value of the fitness function g is: 

s(c2) =2, 2/2, 20 4/ - 5.80. 
3 

Case 3. Consider the chromosome c3*(lTT). The chromosome describes one virtual 
lass: 4={x'x'x"}. The class prototype is L=(2,2). The value of the fitness function 

sis gie)=4 V2 5.65, 

Case 4. Consider the chromosome c4=(4 4 2 1). The virtual classes and the 
corresponding prototype are: 

A{x'*}, 
L-(2,1). 
A=t*,L"}, 
L(5/2,2), 

The value of the fitness function g is: 

sca)-2+s+ + 6.03. 

AS we expected the best value are obtained in the case number 3. There is not any 

prererence between these four data points (they are equally distributed). The hierarchy 1s 

depicted in Figure 9. 

5re . The best hierarchy structure for the data set represented in lig, d, 

for c-(1I 1) 

9 for the omosome c(1 11 1) may be written as: uC tness function 
corresponding 

to the structure 
described in Figure 

Jc)= Max - [dr',L)) + dt,') + dr,L) + dr'L 

11 
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The corresponding real class is B={x"rr,r"'}. 

5. The Gonetic Algorithm 5. 
A genetic algorithm with crossover and mutation may be used to obtain the best 

hierarchical cluster structure of a data set. 
By mutation a gene is replaced with a symbol randomly chosen from the set 

1,2....2"* 
For recombination the uniform crossover operator (|1) may be used. By uniform 

crossover the gene of a descendent is selected from any parent with a given probability. 
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